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Graduate School Overview
Graduation Statistics (August, 2013)

Currently, Inha University offers various types of degree programs. This includes Master degree programs
(50 majors in 5 fields) and Doctoral degree programs
(45 majors in 5 fields). Inha university also offers 16
inter-departmental programs for both Master & Doctoral degree levels.
As a research university, Inha University is committed
to attain its educational objectives through a diverse
general educational program to equip the students with
skills, knowledge and values that will prepare them in
their future endeavors. The university also provides the
distinct and the highest quality of practical academic
disciplines to meet the needs of a globalized society.
As a matter of fact, Inha Graduate School is welcoming
global scholars to foster academic excellence. Recent
statistic depicts that the number of international students rise every year.

Number of students (as of April, 2013)

"All our dreams can come true ... if we have the courage
to pursue them." - Walt Disney

Nationality of International Students
in degree program (as of April, 2013)
China
Vietnam
Mongolia

Contact Information

Bangladesh

* Homepage: http://grad.inha.ac.kr

India

* E-mail: graduate@inha.ac.kr

Pakistan

* Tel: 032-860-8389 / [International] +82-32-860-8389

Cambodia

* Fax: 032-865-8623 / [International] +82-32-865-8623

Indonesia

* Location: #317 Main building, Inha University

Nepal
Others

Total : 274 students

Prepared by Meng Yue Tong
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Graduate School Overview
First Things First
You and your supervisor

●

of the program

Graduate School…it is all about seeking the right path
and the right supervisor. He or she is likely to be the
most important individual for you to succeed in your
studies. This is important in order to guarantee you to
work on your research smoothly and successfully either in Master or Doctoral level. Therefore, application
process must begin earlier by searching a potential
supervisor. It is either writing an email or do some
background research which may suit with your research works.

●

Make a contact with current graduate students
about the program experience

You may visit this URL to access the degree program
offered.
(http://gradeng.inha.ac.kr/program/program_020101.aspx)

Application form
Some people often take for granted when it comes to
admission application. They don’t take things seriously
as it will affect the selection results. All applicants must
realize that they must meet all the necessary requirements and procedures. A proper reading of admission
guidelines is a must. This is to ensure that you are not
going to miss any important document or requirement
for admission evaluation process.

Another major consideration, which is obviously important, is to ensure whether you get financial support
for your graduate program or not. For those who are
sponsored (Jungseok International Scholarship, Korean Government Scholarship (KGSP), or other sponsorships), life is going to be a little bit easier. So what is
necessary is to make a contact with your potential supervisor. Please visit this URL to get to know more
about the scholarship.
(http://gradeng.inha.ac.kr/entrance/ent_030301.aspx)

You may always refer to our portal which provides
complete guidelines from A to Z. Please feel free to
visit this URL to get to know the details about the admission process.
(http://gradeng.inha.ac.kr/entrance/ent_030101.aspx)
Not forget to be mentioned, appointed ambassador is
always willing to help at any time.

Know your department
It is important too to define your fields and types of degrees beforehand. It is such a painful experience to
choose from hundreds of graduate school program
available. You may also feel overwhelmed about it.
Here is a list of ways that may help you to narrow your
field option:
●

Survey an academic reputation or accreditation

Compare and review school graduate programs
that may reflect your research interest.

●

Figure out or survey current job placement rates
and hot topics for research works and it should
be current.

●

Evaluate your financial commitment, which includes tuition fees, cost of living as well as assistance you may receive.

Inha University Graduate School Website

“So be sure when you step, step with care and great tact. And remember that life's A Great Balancing Act. And will

you succeed? Yes! You will, indeed! (98 and ¾ percent guaranteed) Kid, you'll move mountains.”
~ Dr. Seuss (Oh, The Places You'll Go!)

Prepared by Ahmad Nurzid Rosli
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Community Story
Chinese Student Community

As of 2013, the number of students from China enrolled in Inha University has increased. For this year
only, there are 347 students enrolled for undergraduate programs and 164 students for master and doctoral
programs. Obviously, the number of Chinese students
is the largest number in Inha University’s foreign community. We are not only the largest community, we are
also strong, always stay united and regularly keep in
touch with each other.

Meanwhile, in June, Chinese Students Union organized “The First Chinese Students Football Game in
Incheon". A lot of students participated and enjoyed
the competition. We also organized “12th Traditional
Chinese Dragon Boat Festival” last June. The Chinese
Student Union has ordered almost 300 delicious dumplings from the nearest Chinese restaurant, and distributed to students for free.

In order to enrich campus cultural life and tighten the
friendship between students, Chinese Students Union
of Inha University often organizes various activities.
During the university’s festival which is held every year
in May, Chinese Students Union has set up a special
Chinese booth and prepared delicious Chinese food.
This includes lamb skewers, Shanxi wrapper and Chinese Hamburger for students to taste.

While in weekend or free time, we love to enjoy Korean
life. We love to spend our time together at Jimjilbang
(Korean Sauna) or hang out outside and eat delicious
Korean food. We often eat Samgyeopsal (grilled pork)
etc.
As the largest community in Inha University, we live
happily here in Korea. We wish all of us will graduate
successfully to chase our beautiful dreams and better
future.

Prepared by Zhang Yan Yan, Li Lian, and Meng Yue Tong
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Laboratory Story
Telecommunication Engineering Laboratory
Telecommunication Engineering Laboratory (TEL LAB)
is a state-of-the-art research facility and a part of Electronic Engineering Department. It is directed by Professor Kwak, Kyung Sup. It is such a pleasure to have a
chance to introduce our lab for this issue. TEL Lab is
considered as an established lab. Currently there are
20 students from different countries like Bangladesh,
Pakistan, India, Nepal, China etc. Most of them are
PhD students and the rest are Master students. Our
research area is wireless communication technology.

always encourage us to conduct quality research
works. It is worth to mention that we have published a
number of publications. This includes domestic and
international publications.
Research Publication in 2012:
Journal: SCI Journal 18, non – SCI 3.
Conference: Domestic 2 and International 26.
Intellectual Property: Patent Registration – Domestic
Patent (9), International (1).
TEL Lab has achieved glorious performances from
previous students, especially with a very good quality
of research work. Most of their research works were
published in high quality journals and conferences.
They are all now doing great and with various works
position work either in government or private sector.
We are really proud of them.
For linking present and past, TEL Lab sometimes organize a trip to visit a place in Korea. We organize a lot
of activities during the trip. We have so much fun.

We have good lab facilities and a nice lab environment
to enable us to work on our research smoothly. This
includes very cooperative professor, seniors and postdoctoral fellow. This is among important factor that will

Contact Information:
* Tel: 032-864-8935 [International]+82-32-864-8935
* Location: Hitech building #428

Prepared by Syed Md. Asif
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Student Life
A Day of Inhaian
As most of the Inha Graduate students experience,
waking up is definitely the hardest part of a routine day
when you went to bed so late, with so many equations
in your head. If you are used to delay the alarm till 20
minutes before the first class, then you must have
breakfast in a hurry. For breakfast, you can have some
cookies and pastries from chain bakery stores or you
may prefer kimbab. Mostly, I prefer to eat pastries or
Korean Waffle for breakfast. After morning class is
over, my day continues with laboratory activities. Almost all graduate students spend a significant percentage of the daytime in their laboratories.

swimming a lot, I
wish to have a
swimming pool
inside campus.
When it is dinner
time, I prefer to
cook at home.
There are many
convenience stores around Inha University, and also
one shopping centre. You can find whatever you need
for cooking. After having dinner, you can meet friends
at the backside of our university. There are so many
coffee houses and bars to hang out. If it is Friday night,
you can find some parties in clubs. Also, Korean style
Karaoke is one of the most entertaining activities when
you are out with friends. For evenings, I like to go to
cinema. The closest movie theater is located in Juan
station, 20 minutes away by bus.

For lunch, you have plentiful options of Korean and
International cuisines. If you would like to have your
lunch in campus, you have two options. While one of
the student dining halls is located in Student Center,
another is in Building #5. If you prefer to eat out of
campus, dakgalbi, bokkeumbab, rice burger, dosirak,
topokki, pajeon, bibimbap are most preferred Korean
dishes by international students. Also, you can find pizzas, burgers, pastas, kebabs and burritos from tasty
international cuisines. As a Muslim student, I recommend other Muslim friends to get some information
about food restrictions. In general, it is possible to find
Halal food. After lunch break, I usually go back to my
laboratory. As several hours of studying pass by, I
would like to have a walk on our green campus. I feel
so lucky that our campus is intimate with nature. You
can take a sit on the benches by the lake or under the
trees.

After a busy day, I take a shower, call my parents, look
for the news. Lastly, I go to bed. All in all, most probably a graduate student in Inha University lives a daily
routine as I experienced. To make it worse or better is
in your hands.

There are also miscellaneous sports facilities in the
campus. For relaxing and stretching after work, you
can play football, tennis, baseball, volleyball etc. But
unfortunately, we don’t have a swimming pool. As I like

Prepared by Burak Ö ztürk
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Student Life
More Than Just a Dormitory
I have been living in dormitories when I was studying
for my undergraduate degree. And now, studying for
graduate school, I find myself living again in the dormitory (INHA dormitory), the difference is, this time it is in
another country.
Sometimes curious individuals ask me, are you not
tired of living in the dormitory where rules are important
aspect of your daily life? Where routine is inevitable?
Where your common everyday activity is governed by
a time table that should be strictly followed? Where
curfews get into your partying hours or if you are a “lab
rat” your research hours? Where meals are repeatedly
served?
My answer would
be, no. Contrary to
all those seemingly
negative questions,
I find the dormitory
a safe haven. I experienced some of
my greatest moments in this routine controlled communal abode. I enjoy most of the activities being held in
dormitories.

Personally, I think the most important aspect of the
dormitory life is the people you meet. They make your
life miserable or interesting. This is because at the end
of the day, after studying and working long hours, the
dormitory is the place to be.
INHA dormitory gave me a unique dormitory experience. Upon my arrival, I had mixed emotions, excited
with the new adventure at hand, worried on how to
blend in, anxious on how to survive without knowing
the language and etc. But especially on whom my
roommates are because I know that during my stay at
INHA I will be living with foreigners. Needless to say, I
am very lucky to have teamed up with three graduate
students from different countries, one from Mongolia,
China and Vietnam. My room is basically international
and multicultural, each of us have different cultures.
But it is just amazing that we lived
harmoniously and I
cannot remember a
time that we were
indifferent
from
each other.
I
shared with them
the joys, the comic
moments
and
struggles of being
a graduate student
at INHA University.

I always look forward to the annual open house where
we can invite our friends to come and experience what
life in the dormitory is. During this event, different gimmicks are presented by the dormitory residents. This
year at INHA dormitory, we had a sports competition
and a film showing event. The dormitory was even
generous to put up booths for free flowing popcorn and
eat all you can cotton candy. We also hold an annual
sports day. During this day, we play games like table
tennis, soccer and parlor games. Aside from these activities, the facilities being offered also make the dorm
very convenient to live in.
At INHA dormitory, you can
enjoy going to the gym that is
located in its own premises. If
you feel a snack craving at 10
in the evening, the convenient
score is just a step away as it
is located in the dormitory’s
lobby. These are just some of
the reasons why even if dormitory life is routine, we tend to
enjoy the little conveniences
that comes with it.

From the moment I
met these ladies, I knew that I have made friends for
life. They are my support group, my siblings and of
course not to forget my lovely INHA dormitory family. It
is amazing what a boring routine life in the dormitory
can offer you.

Prepared by Melanie Chinayog Ayungo
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Inha Harmony Festival
2013 INHA Harmony Festival with Foreign Students

China introduced one traditional game called “Diabolo”,
a popular traditional game in China. The “Diabolo” is
known as a juggling game, consisting of an axle and
two cups or discs. The game evolved from the traditional Chinese yo-yo. This object will spun using a
string attached to two hand sticks. A variety of tricks
can be performed by using the “Diabolo”, such as spinning and interactions with the stick, strings and various
body parts. Not only that, Deng Lijun from Cultural
Management Department also performed a unique and
charm of China traditional folk song called "Beautiful
life".

2013 Inha Harmony Festival with Foreign Students is the theme for 2013 cross-cultural festival
which is celebrated annually in the month of May. This
event is organized by Graduate School and Inha Graduate Student Union to promote culture exchange and
tradition between international students and local students at Inha University. This year, more than 150 students from 12 countries participated in the festival. The
countries are from Korea, Cambodia, China, Turkey,
Indonesia, Mongolia, Bangladesh, Vietnam, Philippines, Pakistan, Malaysia and Uzbekistan. Each country exhibited various items that represent their countries, such as pamphlet or booklet, traditional clothes
and souvenirs at exhibition booths. Some of the countries introduced their unique traditional games (i.e.:
Malaysia, Cambodia, Mongolia, and Uzbekistan). If a
visitor gets lucky, he/she will be rewarded with small
gifts. On top of it, some of them have prepared a tasty
and mouthwatering pastry such as Baklava from Turkey, traditional snacks (sweetened Banana) from the
Philippines, traditional Malaysian cuisine (Kuih Cik Mek
Moleh, Cucur Ikan Bilis, and Dadih), Mongolia, Cambodia, Bangladesh.
China

With a well-organized choreography and glittery costumes, Indonesian students performed a dance called
“Tari Saman”. with enthusiasm. “Tari Saman”, means
“the dance of thousand hands.” This is one of the most
popular dances in Indonesia. It originated from the
Gayo ethnic group, in Gayo Lues, Indonesia. The
dance is usually performed in any important occasions.
The dance is characterized by its fast-paced rhythm
and common harmony between dancers. On November 24, 2011 UNESCO officially recognized Aceh's
traditional Saman Dance as an intangible element of
world cultural heritage, which needs UNESCO's urgent
protection.

Indonesia
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Inha Harmony Festival
Another energetic performance was from Malaysia. They
performed traditional martial arts that originated from Malaysia known as “Silat Pulut”. The “Silat Pulut” is a slow
technique-infused version of a combat. It is also known as
a martial art that shows the adeptness and skills in martial
art combat. “Silat Pulut” is accompanied by the rhythm of
“Gendang Silat” (Silat drums). Nowadays, it is only performed at wedding ceremonies in front of the newly wed
to make the wedding ceremony much merrier.

Malaysia

Meanwhile, Cambodia performed a folk dance which
comprises of five dance routines known as: Ram Leave,
Saravan, Talong, Chok Korm Peouss, and Madisorn. The
dance is a popular dance in Cambodia due to its flexible
and easy steps. This dance is generally performed for
fun and for relieving stress after work. It is also performed
during weddings and special occasions such as birthday
party and New Year celebration.

Pakistan

Philippines

The Philippines shared the vibrant and rich culture of the
indigenous peoples in the Cordillera region found in the
northern part of the Philippines through a fusion dance.
With their weaved costumes, they performed the dances
known as ‘Pattong’ and ‘Sagni’, a community dance practiced during festivities followed by a traditional chant, the
‘Uggayam’ which is sang to greet and to give thanks for
the festival. Furthermore, to give a glimpse of the marriage and courtship tradition in some parts of the Philippines, they performed a ‘Salidsid’, a fast paced chasing
dance between man and woman culminated by the woman surrendering a woven cloth as a sign of acceptance of
the marriage proposal. To conclude their performance,
the ‘Dinnuya’ and ‘Turayan’ dance or known as eagle
dance were performed which involved the audience to
participate in the dance.
As another country with a fan trademark, Vietnam performed an interpretative dance with the traditional song,
Lac Hong Blood in honor of Vietnam’s ancestor Lac
Hong. It is also an interpretative dance with a fusion of
artistic choreography of fans. It is a combination of martial
arts technique and graceful dance to symbolize summer
season is in the air. The song also describes about the
origin of the Vietnamese people that they descended from
a dragon and a fairy.

Vietnam

Mongolia

Turkey

Another performance is from Pakistan which includes
various folk dances (Pashto, Balochi, and Sufi). The vibrant Mongolian students presented the modern dance
version of "Bayad" which requires skill and vigor because
it is danced on half-bent legs with the lower part of the
body staying motionless. Turkish managed some quizzes
for festival audiences. They provided several snacks to be
given for audiences who answered the correct answer.
The Bangladeshi team presented Bangladeshi song,
fashion show and inside the tent information of Bangladesh and some food. To close the performance, fashion
shows took place to demonstrate traditional costumes
which came from the various countries.

Bangladesh

Uzbekistan

As 2013 INHA Harmony Festival theme, all participants
and visitors enjoyed the activities. The cultures and traditions define us as a global community. We can always
experience the cultural diversity through this kind of festival thus, this festival is a good platform for cultural exchange. It is a festival meant for us to mingle with other
people from different parts of the world and from different
races. The festival was truly a success. Kudos to all the
participants and organizers!

Cambodia

Prepared by Zhang Yan Yan, Zun Pwint Kyu, and Sen Chandany
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Alumni Talk

Roksana Jahan (Bangladesh)
Ph.D in Marine Science and Biological Engineering
I’d conducted a research at Inha University since 2007 and successfully
graduated in February 2013. Currently, I continue my research work by
joining Plankton Lab as post-doctoral research fellow. During this long journey, Inha University taught me how to see the world in a different way; to
recognize the opportunities in obstacles, the unexplored potential in all individuals, and the value of true personal relationships. I believe, I gained my
research experience because Inha University has excellent research facilities, graduate course curriculum, scholarship, and library facilities. Studying
at Inha University was totally a new life experience as I had an opportunity
not only to interact with different international students but also at the same
time learn the culture of different regions of the world at one place. I would
like to express my sincere gratitude to all of my Bangladeshi, Korean and
other foreign friends who supported me a lot.

Prepared by Syed Md. Asif

Nandinbold Nyamaa (Mongolia)
Master from Graduate School of IT and T
Nandinbold Nyamaa is one of the successful graduates from the Mongolian
community at Inha University. He completed his master’s degree in computer and network security field in 2009. Currently, he is working as a software engineer at Samsung Electronics Co. Ltd. He mentioned Inha University proudly and shared some of his thoughts. Nandinbold quotes: "Besides
providing decent learning facilities and great opportunity to interact with
multicultural student societies, Inha University has a wide range of faculties
and faculty members, which are important key factors for MS or Ph.D degree candidates to consider when choosing the graduate school. Finding a
person with whom you can work well is more important in my opinion, than
finding a person with a similar project to what you were working on during
your undergraduate program. To this extend, I feel very lucky that I had a
chance to work with Dr. Nyang for two years at the Graduate School of Information Technology and Telecommunication. Dr. Nyang has been an indepth research advisor and a role model to students like me".

Prepared by Ganzorig Binderya

Try not to become a man of success, but

Inha Global Alumni:

rather try to become a man of value.

http://gradeng.inha.ac.kr/community/comm_060201.aspx

~Albert Einstein
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Alumni Talk
Alumni Event in Vietnam
A group of four delegates from Inha University visited
several esteemed universities in Vietnam during the
first week of June 2013 to promote collaboration.
During these university visitings, Graduate School of
Inha University organized “Alumni Dinner in Vietnam”.
The first dinner was held in Hanoi, the capital of
Vietnam on the 4th of June while the second event
was coordinated at Ho Chi Minh City on the 5th of
June. It was such a meaningful event to make Inha
alumni come together.
According to Graduate School’s data, there are 51
Vietnamese
alumni
as
of
February
2013.
Approximately, 65% of them are employed in Vietnam
recently. There is one interesting point that more than
50 Korean alumni of Inha University Graduate School
have been working in Vietnam recently.
The delegation group of Inha University consisted of
Dr. Kim Youngsoon, Vice Dean of Graduate School,
Dr. Choi Seungbok, Head of Mechanical Enginneering,
Dr. Kim Hakil, Professor in Information and
Communication Engineering, and Ms. Kim Jihee, who
is responsible for Admission and International Affairs at
Graduate School.

The first dinner was organized at “Quán Ăn Ngon” , a
Vietnamese restaurant which offered tasty traditional
Vetnamese food. Ten(10) alumni participated in the
event. Four(4) were Koreans and the rest were
Vietnamese. Korean alumni(Kim Taesik, Jeong
Jinwoong, Ko Junwon and Park Sooho) continue their
successful careers in Vietnam. The first Vietnamese
student of Inha University Graduate School, Nguyen
Minh Chung currently teaches Korean language to
Vietnamese students as a lecturer at University of
Humanities and Social Sciences, Vietnam National
University, Hanoi. Le Duc Chien, Cao Thi Ngoc Ha and
Luu Thi Thuy Giang have
worked at a company
since graduation, while
Nguyen Thi Hai Binh is a
lecturer and Nguyen Kim
Dung is a public officer at
Hanoi.

The dinner at Ho Chi Minh City on the 5th of June was
held at Đông Phố restaurant. Eighteen(18) alumni
gathered for the mini reunion event. There were six(6)
Koreans, Wang Moonchan, Baik Sooyoung, Sohn
Chanyoung, Namkung Chulwoong, Chung Jinsoo and
Ahn Jinchul who run their own business successfully in
Vietnam and twelve(12) Vietnamese alumni namely,
Nguyen Quoc Hung, Nguyen Thi Minh Duc, Nguyen
Hoang Dung, Nguyen Duc Huy, Tran Hieu Thuan,
Duong Thi Phung Cac,
Nguyen Phuong Bac and
Nguyen Vien Quoc, Do Dai
Thang, Le Thi Hong Na, Ly
Kinh Hien and Nguyen Thi
Thom. Nguyen Quoc Hung
is the first Vietnamese
student who achieved a
Ph.D degree from Inha University. He is currently
working as Dean of Mechanical Engineering at
Industrial University of Ho Chi Minh City with two
lecturers, Phuong Bac Nguyen and Nguyen Vien
Quoc. Do Dai Thang, Le Thi Hong Na, Ly Kinh Hien
work in other universities in Vietnam. Nguyen Thi
Thom works at Korean company “Hyosung”.
These events lead to the gathering of Inha Alumni in
Vietnam. They met each other, shared contact
information. Everyone talked about their life stories and
unforgettable moments at Inha University. They also
made a pact to each other that Korean and
Vietnamese alumni will organize regular alumni
meetings at least more than twice a year. They can
build stronger relationships between themselves. In
lieu with this, they will also promote Inha University to
excellent Vietnamese students and help new coming
students as mentors.
* Contact Information of Vietnamese Alumni
- Dr. Nguyen Quoc Hung at Ho Chi Minh City :
nguyenhung2000vn@yahoo.com
- Mr. Le Duc Chien at Hanoi : chienld79@yahoo.com

Prepared by Burak Ö ztürk
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INHA Student Ambassadors (Spring 2013)
“The joy is in the journey.”

Inha Student Ambassadors are generally fulfilling a role
in supporting or coordinating international graduate
students. We provide an advise to the new students by
giving them a first-hand experience of what university
life in Korea is all about. We believe that this kind of
interaction can have a significant impact for them in
decision making and confidence living at new place and
new atmosphere towards encouraging them to achieve
their potential as new scholars at Inha University.

~ Abraham
Name

: Zhang Yan Yan

Country

: China

Department

: Korean Studies

E-mail

: ziyanzhang1118@hanmail.net

: Meng Yue Tong

Name

: Li Lian

Country

: China

Country

: China

Department

: International Trade

Department

: Industrial Engineering

E-mail

: mengyuetong1@sina.cn

E-mail

: skysecret521@naver.com

Name

: Ganzorig Binderiya

Name

: Bach Thi Ngoc Trang

Country

: Mongolia

Country

: Vietnam

Department

: Biological Sciences

Department

: Culture Management

E-mail

: benisapphire@gmail.com

E-mail

: trangbnk45@gmail.com

Name

: Bera Sandipan

Name

: Murad Ali

Country

: Republic of India

Country

: Pakistan

Department

: Chemistry and

Department

: Business Administration

E-mail

: muradjee81@hotmail.com

Name

: Williem

Country

: Republic of Indonesia

Department

: Electronic Engineering

Name

Chemical Engineering
E-mail

: sandipanbera@yahoo.com

Name

: Sen Chandany

Country

: Cambodia

Department

: Energy Engineering

E-mail

: dany_sen2007@yahoo.com

E-mail

: williem.pao@gmail.com

Name

: Melanie Chinayog Ayungo

Name

: Ahmad Nurzid Rosli

Country

: Philippines

Country

: Malaysia

: Marine Science and

Department

: Computer and
: ahmad.nurzid@gmail.com

Department

Information Engineering

Biological Engineering
E-mail

: melanieinha@gmail.com

E-mail

Name

: Khvan Igor

Name

: Zun Pwint Kyu

Country

: Uzbekistan

Country

: Myanmar

Department

: Culture Management

Department

: Business Administration

E-mail

: khvan.igor@inha.edu

E-mail

: sw33tlove90@gmail.com

Name

: Syed Md. Asif

Name

: Burak Ozturk

: Bangladesh

Country

: Turkey

Department

: Electronic Engineering

Department

: Naval Architecture and

E-mail

: asif_eceku@yahoo.com
E-mail

: ozturk.burak@windowslive.com

Country

Ocean Engineering
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Notice Board
Submission of Articles

1

3

for This Newsletter

Admission Guideline
for Spring Semester, 2014

INHA Global Newsletter is the official
newsletter of INHA University Graduate School which is published semi-annually. Writing
for the newsletter informs and connects the INHA international community.

Application Period:
From October 10th(Thu) to 28th(Mon) - (not fixed yet)

We encourage the graduate school community as well
as the INHA alumni to share with us your stories. Articles may include the following but not limited to articles relating to experiences at INHA University. INHA
alumni are strongly encouraged to submit personal
transitions such as promotions, marriages, awards,
etc. with accompanying photos. All articles are subject
to editing, available space and acceptance policies.

For details, visit the Graduate School's Homepage
in late September

How to apply: Document submission to the graduate
school office after online application during the designated period

[Admission Process]
http://gradeng.inha.ac.kr/entrance/ent_030101.aspx
[Admission Guideline]
http://gradeng.inha.ac.kr/entrance/ent_030201.aspx
[Scholarship]
http://gradeng.inha.ac.kr/entrance/ent_030301.aspx

How to submit:
Deadlines: INHA global newsletter accepts articles on
a rolling basis throughout the year.

Submission deadline of February Issue : 2nd week of January
- Expected publication date: 2nd week of February
Submission deadline of August Issue : 2nd week of July
- Expected publication date: 2nd week of August

Contact:
Send an email to Inha Student Ambassadors or
Ms. Kim, Jihee, Coordinator of Graduate School
(graduate@inha.ac.kr).
Acceptance Policy:
INHA Global Messenger reserves the right to accept
and reject any article for any reason. Accepted articles
are edited and published in http://grad.inha.ac.kr.
Authors may refer to our website to download the PDF
to obtain copies.
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Special Messages
to Alumni

[1] Send a message about your current job position
and contact information to graduate@inha.ac.kr as a
member of Inha Global Alumni Network. The Graduate
School will keep sending a newsletter or useful notices
for alumni.
[2] Send your news or talk to graduate@inha.ac.kr.
Then we will upload some of them for the next issue
after selection.
[3] If you need any certificates about your academic
records at Inha University, you can use ‘Internet Certificate Issuing System(http://certpia.inha.ac.kr)’ or apply
for the postal service of certificate issuance. For details,
visit http://gradeng.inha.ac.kr/campus/campus_050401.aspx

Editor’s Desk
As the world becomes a more global village, where borders are being removed day by day, more than half a
century old Inha University increases the number of the
international students. Therefore, we, as being Inhaians
from all around the world, tried to prepare a publication
which would help to connect the present international
students and alumni to the future students. Also, it will
be a useful and informative tool about daily life.
For these purposes, we contacted with several alumni,
and highlighted cultural events organized by Graduate
School of Inha University. Besides, we tried to clear up
coming students’ minds about eating, housing and social activities around campus. Over and above, some
international students introduced their laboratories and
gave hints about graduate students’ life.
We are glad to reach you through this second issue of
“INHA GLOBAL MESSENGER”. We hope that you will
read it with enthusiasm.

Edited by

Burak Ozturk (Turkey)
Ahmad Nurzid Rosli (Malaysia)
Melanie Chinayog Ayungo (Philippines)
Designed by Williem (Indonesia)
Organized by 2013-Spring Inha Student Ambassadors
Supported by Graduate School, Inha University
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